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ABSTRACT
In order to design a residential district through the introduction of a passive energy
concept, it is important to share quantitative information, derived from numerical
analyses, with landscape architects, building architects, and clients. This aids in the
creation of a more comfortable and energy-efficient outdoor living space that takes
into consideration landscape design elements that concern passive energy. This
research aims to broaden the landscape design process by introducing a thermal
environmental simulation tool into the design practice. In the landscape design
process, a previously implemented thermal simulation tool was used to evaluate the
effects of tree shape, position, and ground materials on the outdoor thermal
environment. The evaluation of landscape design included quantifications of incident
solar radiation on building windows, surface temperature, and mean radiation
temperature (MRT).
During each phase, diagrams and interviews with landscape architects were analyzed.
As a result, two modified factors were obtained. The MRT distribution images were
used to design the position of the walking areas and benches. However, more detailed
design materials were needed, such as those affecting the trade-off between the
solar-shading effects on indoor and outdoor spaces, in order to determine the optimal
positions for trees planted nearest to the houses.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to design a residential district by introduction of a passive energy concept, it
is important to consider factors such as regional climate characteristics, open space
distribution, and the distance between housing. These variables influence the cooling
and heating load of the houses, and the window-opening behavior of residents (Asawa
2008, Kodaka 2011). To simulate and evaluate those effects, simulation tools are
becoming increasingly important in the architectural design process. However, little
attention has been paid to the surrounding landscape. Even the position of trees and
the material of paved surfaces adjacent to housing have significant effects on the
microclimate in the intermediate space between the exterior and interior of housing.
In actual practice, the landscape design, especially the position of trees and the ground
surface materials, are primarily dictated by landscape architects with artistic senses
and experience. In consequence, after the completion of construction, trees are
occasionally pruned and ground surface materials are unexpectedly changed, despite
their contributions to the passive energy environment.
Therefore, it is important to communicate and share quantitative information obtained
from numerical analysis with landscape architects, building architects, and clients, in
order to create a more comfortable and energy efficient outdoor living space with
consideration of landscape design features as passive energy elements. This research
aims to introduce a thermal environmental simulation tool to the process of landscape
design.
TARGET CASE AND SIMULATION TOOL
Table 1 shows the project brief. This is one of the first passive residential district
projects undertaken in Japan. A building architect who is famous for passive design,
together with a landscape architect, were placed in charge of the master plan design.
The project also required a passive landscape design with consideration of natural
energy and thermal comfort. This project will be developed in eight stages over a
period of time, and will be completed in 2025. In this paper, we discuss the first stage
of development.
Table 1. Project brief
Building use

Apartment, commerce facility and other

Floors

Three stories above ground and one below

Location

Kurobe-city, Toyama, Japan

Total of dwelling unit [unit]

About 250 (first period: about 60)

Total site area [m2]

361,000 (first period: 4,800)

Gross floor space

[m2]

42900 (first period: 6,800) *This research focused on the first period.

DESIGN CONCEPT
The target area, which is surrounded by rice paddies, receives monsoonal
precipitation in the summer. Therefore, the shape and positions of housing were fixed
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with consideration of wind direction for the cross ventilation of house interiors. In
addition, the distance between houses was set to maximize solar radiation during the
winter, with the room facing south in the ground floor. Based on those directional
requirements, two changes were needed for the landscape design. One involved the
movement of trees to the north of the common road that ran in an east-west direction
between the housing. The other was to provide tree shade for the southern side of the
houses. In this scheme, the river water adjacent to the site could be used by the
landscape architect to create a comfortable, common outdoor space.
THERMAL SIMULATION TOOL
In this case study, a numerical simulation system (Asawa et.al. 2008) was used to
evaluate the effects of spatial forms and materials on the outdoor thermal environment.
The simulation visualizes the calculated surface temperature, mean radiation
temperature, and the amount of incident solar radiation on the exterior walls of the
houses. Weather data from the Expanded Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition
System (AMEDAS), obtained from the target area, was used for the simulation. This
study assumes clear-sky conditions during the summer, winter, and intermediate
seasons. Information regarding the building models, materials, and tree species were
acquired from the landscape design and architectural design drawings for the
calculation process.
THE LANDSCAPE DESIGN PROCESS USING A TEHRMAL SIMUATLION
TOOL
Table 2 shows the relationship between the design process of the landscape architect
(LA) and the simulation engineer (SIM). A numerical analysis of the drawing created
by the LA was performed twice at the basic LA design stage, and twice during the
execution design stage.
The main purpose of numerical analysis for the basic design stage was the application
of the landscape concept to the entire premises, from the perspective of the thermal
environment. This required the presence and set quantities of planted trees as
indicated by the LA, and two drawings that considered differing ground surface
materials were created.
Regarding the execution design state, the main purpose of numerical analysis was the
specific use of the landscape around the residence area. The LA changed the layout of
planted trees, and simulated the presence of fully-grown trees.
We analyzed the design changes from drawings and interview-based surveys made by
the LA in the basic design and execution design phases.
POSSIBILITY OF A THERMAL SIMUALTION IN THE BASIC DESIGN
PHASE
In the first step, basic knowledge of the thermal environment, including several
examples of passive architecture projects, was shared between the SIM and LA.
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Based on the information, the LA prepared two designs made with differing paved
surface materials and numbers of trees, for simulated tests that could clarify the
influence of these design elements. Case 1 represented the initial drawing and acted as
a base scenario, while Case 2 included a large number of trees and substituted a wide
Table 2. Relationship between the design process of LA and SIM
< Basic Design Phase >

< Execution design Phase >

The application of the landscape concept to the entire
premises, from the perspective of the thermal
environment.

The specific use of the landscape around the residence area.

LA

The LA prepared two designs made with differing paved
surface materials and numbers of trees, for simulated
tests that could clarify the influence of these design
elements.

The LA changed the layout
of planted trees, and
simulated the presence of
fully-grown trees as 1.3.

SIM

Simulation results in summer,
winter and intermediate
season
- Surface Temperature
- MRT (SET*) distribution
- incident solar radiation on
building windows,

①
Basic knowledge of the
thermal environment,
including several
examples of passive
architecture projects,
was shared .

①

②

②

Simulation results in summer
- Surface Temperature
- MRT distribution
- incident solar radiation on building windows,

Simulation engineer (SIM)
BD-A) Common garden

The LA changed the layout of
planted trees sitting area and
walking area, and simulated the
presence of fully-grown trees as 1.5.

Landscape Architect (LA)

Surface

25 30

40

50 temp.[℃]
-Shadow effects on the water surface
-Growth ratio and volume of trees
-Water retention ability of ground
material

Less trees

More trees

-Position Change of the tree shades
by solar altitude

BD-B) Exterior space of house
-Showing a passive effect of tree
shade for house and exterior space
after the growth of trees
-In illustration of planting ground for
growth trees

Before growth

After growth

9AM

12PM

BD-C) Commercial Street
-Effects on the water retention ability
of ground material

Design Support
Visualized Materials
Performance
Estimation

Figure 1. Main simulation area in basic design phase
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Figure 2. A comparison of MRT distributions in BD-A
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expanse of green lawn instead of a wood deck. Depending on the differing concepts
defined by the LA, the simulation areas were separated into three zones. These were
BD-A: common garden, BD-B: exterior space of the house, and BD-C: commercial
street as established by the SIM (Figure 1).
In the second step, the features of the two drawings were simulated by the SIM, using
a thermal simulation tool. The simulation results revealed the surface temperature,
MRT, at a height of 1.2 m during the summer, winter and intermediate season. In
addition, SET* was calculated from the obtained MRT and climate conditions of
simulation in the BD-A concept. For example, Figure 2 shows a comparison of MRT
distributions, with the graph showing the area of SET* values. The area of under
noontime summer air temperatures was 14% in Case 1, and 48% in Case 2.
At BD-B and BD-C, the SIM obtained the following simulation results: BD-B showed
that tree growth affected the thermal environment, and BD-C visualized changes in
tree shade with solar altitude. Both concepts were compared with porous pavement
and asphalt surface materials.
INFLUENCE OF THE THERMAL SIMUALTION RESULTS ON
LANDSCAPE DESIGN IN THE BASIC DESIGN PHASE
The visualized information supported design efforts that clarified the effects of tree
shade and water-retentive materials on the thermal environment. Information
regarding hourly changes in tree shade cover was also taken into consideration for
further development of landscape design. A time-based analysis applied to the
relationship between tree shade position and paved surface materials will be
incorporated into future landscape designs.
Table 3. The Drawing change and reason from interview in execution design phase
Change in
Change in
phase 1 to 2 phase 2 to 3

the reason for changing from interview
with LA

Phase 1 in execution design phase

move of
move of
-simulation results of cool spot made by
(1) garden path garden path
shadow of north housing and tree shade
to north
to north

move of
(2) sitting area
to south

-to spread the area of cool spot with (3)
delete of a
tall tree on
the center
of the
street

-relationship with the position of the
space of staying area and base materials
-relationship with the space of
underground parking area and thickness
of additional soil

(4)

increase in
-cost control
the number
-to be assured of privacy at first floor
of middle
-thickness of additional soil
size trees

(5)

-to need spring bloomers
change of
-highly-resistant variety to grow on
tree species artificial ground
-favor

(6)

move of
tree
positions to
south of
house

-relationship with the position of the
space of drain system at the edge of the
house
-relationship with the position of the
staircase to the center park area
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Phase 2
Sitting area
Garden path
N

addition of
a tall tree
(3) on the
center of
the street

Phase 3

The exterior space of the house (BD-B) is subject to many architectural restrictions
(ex. the space for tree roots facing building and soil thickness on the
semi-underground parking), and the effect of anticipated shade derived from tree
growth on the outdoor thermal environment was visualized by the aforementioned
analyses. The resultant future projection of passive performance, determinations of
the type and amount of necessary tree planting, and the amount of incident solar
radiation on the outside walls of the house was a topic of discussion between the
architect and clients. For the commercial street zone (BD-C), the quantitative
simulation results showing daily changes in the efficiency of water-retentive ground
surfaces were used as the presentation to the clients.
As evidenced from the above, the possibility of the application of a thermal
simulation tool in the landscape design process can be classified into three stages:
design support, visualized materials, and performance estimation.
THE CAUSATIVE FACTORS INFLUENCING DESIGN CHANGE AND THE
FUNCTION OF THE SIMULATION TOOL IN THE EXECUTION DESIGN
PHASE
After several meetings among the LA, the architect and clients, we focused solely on
the area modified by the simulation in the execution design phase, which was the
exterior space of the house (BD-B). The LA revealed two drawings that displayed the
growth in exterior space before and after the simulation; these showed an expansion
by factors of 1.3 and 1.5.
Table 3 summarizes the design changes based on the drawing made during the first
numerical analysis (phase 1), the drawing made for the second numerical analysis, as
based on the results of the first numerical analysis (phase 2), and the final proposal as
based on the results of the second numerical analysis (phase 3). From the drawings
made during phases 1 to 3, we selected design change points that were numbered (1)
to (6). Interviews with the LA were conducted on the causes of the five changes.
The locations of the sitting area (1) and the garden path (2) were retrieved from the
numerical analysis results. By focusing on the cool spot formed throughout the day on
the south side of the garden path, adjacent to a tree on the north side of the block to
the south, it was confirmed that the walking area was moved from the north side of
the garden path to the south side. The results of numerical analysis for the tall trees at
the center of the garden path (3), which created large shadows throughout the day in
the sitting area (1), were also taken into consideration. The analyses made during
phase 2 were intended to increase the dimensions of the cool spot through its
alignment with the trees planted on the north side of the block. However, this scheme
was not changed in phase 3. Reasons for this included foundation problems, and space
issues. The points changed in (4) and (6) did not directly affect the numerical analysis
results, or the following: influences on changes in canopy shape; tree sizes related to
changes in tree types, due to growth tolerances on artificial ground and timing of the
blooming period; adjustments to the tree canopy position given its prominence in the
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eyesight of residents; and cost adjustments. In addition, it was also confirmed that the
position of the tall tree on the south side was moved to secure a space for building
water discharge.
A COMPARISON OF THERMAL ENVIRONMENT CHANGES RESULTING
FROM DESIGN CHANGES
Amongst the design change factors stated by the LA in phase 3, the thermal
environments of phases 1 to 3 were compared, with focus on changes in the garden
path and sitting areas (1, 2) and taking into consideration the numerical analysis
results. Figure 3 shows the MRT distribution at an elevation of 1.2 m, at 4 pm on a
clear summer day. The graph in figure 3 shows the MRT of the garden path area at 4
pm in intervals of 0.6 m, and the table provides the average MRT values at 9 am, 12
pm, and 4 pm.
From these results, the change to the southern side of the walking area position from
phases 1 to 3 resulted in an approximately 1.5 degree decline in the average MRT for
phase 3 in all time periods. In particular, there was a spot in which the MRT declined
at a maximum value of 4°C at 4 pm. Because the large tree in the center of the garden
path that was considered in phases 1 and 2 was absent from phase 3, there was a
decrease in the surface area exhibiting low MRT values. As well, the average MRT of
the garden path increased by approximately 0.6°C at 4 pm in the phase 3 sitting area,
as compared to phase 2. This confirmed that the surface temperature and MRT
distribution results could be validly used for an investigation of the positions of the
sitting area, garden path, and planted trees, in consideration of the thermal
environment.

Mean Radiation Temperature [℃]

CHALLENGES FOR FUTURE DESIGN METHODS
Factors such as the thickness of added soil and other design elements resulted in no
changes in phase 3 for the tall tree examined in phase 2. Because it was possible to
observe the imagery obtained by the LA with regard to the thermal environment, it
was possible to examine methods that concerned particular tree types. These included
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Figure 3. A comparison of MRT distributions in BD-A
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schemes whereby the tree canopy was wider for a middle set of trees that could grow
without much added soil, and which had the same effect as the tall trees that were
examined in the aforementioned cases, as well as alternative methods whereby a
wisteria trellis created cover. Moreover, in the examinations of tree types and canopy
sizes, because design changes were made due to factors other than those obtained
from numerical analysis, it can be said that these canopy forms and tree heights could
serve as reference information for the LA in the selection of tree types. These factors,
as well as differences in the planting parameters that influence tree width, are future
subjects of study in the examination of immediately quantifiable methods.
The impact of the amount of heat received from solar radiation through building
windows was shown in a time series that was compared with a case in which trees
were absent, in each season. Although the LA recognized this impact, it was not
considered to be a direct cause of the design changes. The results of the
interview-based surveys revealed the necessity of information that considered the
tradeoff between the impacts on the side of the building by changes in tree size, height,
and distances from the building, with the extent of the shaded area outside.
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This study discussed the possible application of a thermal simulation tool for the
landscape design process, concerning a passive residential project. In the basic design
phase, the quantitative visualization results could potentially be used not only for
presentation purposes, but also as a design support tool capable of testing the thermal
environment with consideration of surface materials and tree shade positions.
In the exclusion design phase, it was confirmed that the analysis was useful for the
selection of the sitting area and garden path positions. A future challenge is to satisfy
the need for materials capable of quickly confirming quantitative variations when
individual parameters change, such as minor changes in tree configuration and
positions, at the exclusion design stage.
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